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Los Hombres
Yo soy el peregrino
de Isla de Pascua, el caballero
extraño, vengo a golpear las puertas del silencio …

Men
I am the pilgrim
of Easter Island, the strange
knight, come to knock on the doors of silence …

Pablo Neruda
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Timeline

c. 300,000 BC The island takes on its present shape through the coalescence of three volcanoes.
AD 1000–1200 Polynesian settlers reach the uninhabited island.
c. 1100 First settlement at Anakena appears.
1100–1250 Settlement and construction (Phase I) are under way; the statue cult begins; and traces of the felling and burning of trees from this period can be found.
1250–1550 The golden age (Phase II) occurs; the statue cult reaches its peak; deforestation gradually takes place.
c. 1550 Deep-sea fish disappear from the islanders’ diet, owing to the lack of seaworthy canoes.
1550–1722 Natural resources dwindle (Phase III); the birdman cult arises.
c. 1650 The forests vanish completely; the statue cult gradually disappears.
1722–c. 1800 The historical era (Phase IV) occurs; four great European expeditions call at Easter Island.
1722 On Easter Sunday, 5 April, the members of the Dutch expedition led by Jacob Roggeveen first sight the island and name it Easter Island.
1770 The Spanish arrive under the command of Don Felipe González de Haedo.
1774 The English arrive under the command of James Cook; the first artefacts find their way to Western museums.
1786 The French arrive under the command of Jean-François de Galaup, comte de Lapérouse.
Timeline

- **c. 1800–1862/63**: The dark era (Phase V) occurs; the islanders barter with food, and transients provoke several bloody incidents.
- **1862/1863**: Peruvian slave traders raid the island.
- **1864**: The missionary Eugène Eyraud becomes the first foreign resident on the island; repatriated Easter Islanders expose the remaining inhabitants to fatal viruses.
- **1864–1967**: A turbulent period (Phase VI) ensues; Easter Island is renamed Rapa Nui; its inhabitants are baptized into the Catholic Church; and anthropologists come to study the island.
- **1877**: Alphonse Pinart counts 110 inhabitants; the birdman cult ends.
- **1888**: Easter Island is annexed to Chile.
- **1947**: Thor Heyerdahl sails on the *Kon-Tiki* from South America to Polynesia.
- **1967–present**: The contemporary age (Phase VII) dawns, marked by the construction of the landing strip at Mataveri.
- **1972**: A report published by the Club of Rome points out the threat posed to society by the overexploitation of natural resources.
- **1974**: Bill Mulloy publishes the first collapse story about Easter Island.
- **2010–15**: Relations with Chile remain strained; plans to build a casino and a prison spark protests; and a limited form of self-government is established.
- **2015**: Easter Island has a population of approximately 6,000; more than 80,000 tourists visit it every year.
MAP 1. Geography of Easter Island as it appears in this book.
MAP 2. Route taken by the three ships belonging to the expedition led by Jacob Roggeveen. Archief van het Zeeuws Genootschap der Wetenschappen, 1911.
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